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"Stop with the nonsense! Leon, you should know of the Southern Boss' power. He's not someone you should play around with!

I'm warning you. If you know what's good for you, then let the three of us go right now! Otherwise, the Southern Boss won't let

you go so easily!" The Sixth Guardian threatened.

"The Sixth is right! Leon, you should know your place! The Southern Boss has so many experts under him. He's not someone a

little kid with no power or background like you can go against! You'd better be obedient and let us go. Then, give Cynthion Group

over to him! You might be rewarded by him in the end. You might even become one of the guardians just like the three of us,

enjoying a life of luxury! It's far better than the fate that'll be waiting for you in the future!"

The Fifth Guardian had a sudden thought, and tried to persuade Leon to join the Southern Boss!

He knew that the Southern Boss was someone who appreciated talent!

Even though the two of them had their grudges, Leon was already able to defeat him and the Third and Sixth

Guardians at such a young age. Leon was an incredibly rare talent!

The Southern Boss tried to get rid of Leon so many times because of the Cynthion Group!

If he could take the chance to persuade Leon to join the Southern Boss and give Cynthion Group over, it would be an amazing

thing!

"Please! You don't have to use the Southern Boss' name to scare me! Others might be afraid of him, but I'm not!" Leon sniffed,

thinking nothing of the threat.

"You don't know what's good for you! Leon, don't think that you're that amazing just because you beat us! I'm telling you, the

Southern Boss is not only already at the advanced

Almighty State, he still has many subordinates who are at the Semi Almighty State and above. There are even a few at the

intermediate Almighty State! It'll just be suicide to go against him!" The Fifth Guardian said coldly.

Even though the three of them already failed in their plan to deal with Leon, with Leon's grudges against the Southern Boss, it

was obvious that the Southern Boss would not let Leon go easily!

If there were no surprises, the Southern Boss would send even stronger experts against Leon. Leon would die eventually!

The three of them did not think that Leon could go against the Southern Boss at all!

It was not possible!

Before they could finish their thoughts, something that shocked them happened!

At that moment, a knock on the door was heard.

Right after that, the door was opened, and Abraham and Oliver both walked inside.e

The two of them walked right to Leon.

"Oliver and Abraham reporting in. We're so sorry that we're late, Mister Wolf."

Before they got closer, Oliver and Abraham both gave Leon a bow.
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